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OBJECT 

The object of this Investigation is to find out 

the char acteriatice of a three phase rectifier with reactance 

in the anode leads operating near short oirenit, and to as© 

if the findings .may lead to the design of more efficient or 

less expensive electronic exciters for large synchronous 

generators * 
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Definition 

An electronic exciter consists essentially of an 

a-c supply, rectifiers and associated transformers, protec¬ 

tive devices and switching gear, voltage regulator, and 

filter system. Below is a schematic diagram of an electronic 

exciter under test, supplying field current to a 20,000 

>va generator. 

RECTIFIER RECTIFIER 0-C CONTROL 
TRANSFORMER CUBICLE CUBICLE CUBICLE 
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General 

Tears of experience with the mercury-are rectifier, 

particularly the metal tank single anode type, have proved 

them efficient and reliable converters of a-e to d-c power,, 

They have received some consideration as exciters for rotst¬ 

ing, machines, and have been used In the past to excite syri* 

■chroncus motors, synchronous condensers, and small genera tors# 

However, the excellent record established by rotating exciters 

■ through the years causes a natural reluctance .to change In ' 

favor of some new, not yet thoroughly proven method of exci¬ 

tation for such important, and expensive equipment as 80,000 

.leva generators* 

Sine© large generators In power systems are re¬ 

quired to operate for months at a time without shutting down, 

■'although possibly subjected to adverse conditions of stable 

■lead variation over a wide range, and transient loading due 

to line faults, the requirements for the exciter of such a-: 

-.generator ares# 

1» It must be dependable and capable of 
operating without shutdown over long 
periods of time* 

2# It should lend itself t© ease of main¬ 
tenance so that, wearing parts can be 
repaired or replaced without shutdown* 

*Hofi Langstaff, Vaughan, Lawrence, f>Application and Ferfor 
piancc of Electronic Exciters”, fraHiaetToni^TITSTBTJ 
feay", v*"l”§1i"§6 
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General 

5, It must be capable of supplying the re¬ 
quired excitation during system distur¬ 
bances when the generator may be called 
upon to supply a high reactive current 
out put# 

4# It must be capable of operating over a 
broad range of d-e voltage corresponding 
to the limits of generator no load to 
maximum out put# Momentary values of 
field current considerably greater than 
full load magnitude may be required# 

5. It must respond rapidly to excitation re¬ 
quirements , particularly where system 
stability is to be reckoned with* 

6* It must be simple in structure and opera¬ 
tion so that it does not complicate the 
overall operation of the generating unit# 

7, The cost if higher, must be justified by 
advantages over other available means of 
excitation# - ' 

Previous Investigation 

A previous investigation of the design requirements 

and operating characteristics of as electronic exciter for an 

81,280 leva generator recently installed in the Springdale gen¬ 

erating station of the West Penn Power Company has proved its 

reliability during severs changes in load and during system 

faults# ’These tests wore performed by Users* H* R. Vaughan 

and R« P* X&wrence of Wssticghouse Electric Corporation* and 

Hr* B, A* P# Langataff of the West Penn Power Company# 
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Previous Investigation 

The necese ity for regulating such a large load over 

such a broad range as is required for the field supply of a 

large a~c generator, has introduced added expenses, mostly 

due to the cost of'transformers’'and protective relaying and 

switching, until the cost of such an exciter is considerably 

more than the conventional rotating exciter* 

Their tests'were made on an' exciter as defined be¬ 

fore,' but they divided the tests according to the three modes 

of operation which they considered most practical„ 

The three modes of operation tested were; 

■” ' 1. SEPARATELY EXCITED 

s*'h~e supply fro© a reliable source 
other than the generator, 

h, Regulation achieved by grid delay, : 

2. SELF EXCITED 

a* A~c supply from the generator output 
lines, 

b. Regulation by grid delay, 

3. SELF EXCITED COFFEESATED 

a, A~c supply Trara the generator output 
lines* 

b, Regulation by grid delay, , - 

c, Series compensators'added, in supply ■ 
lines to rectifier transformer,* {Series . 
compensators are a form of transformer 
in which the secondary is connected in 
series with the supply linos to the recti*-: 
fler transformer* The primary winding 
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Previous Investigation. 

consists of one or two turns through 
which the generator phase current Is 
passed*) 

In discussing these types of exciters there are 

several general remarks that may be said concerning them as 

a group. One© sufficient voltage has been supplied, they build 

up to deling voltage.!,©* their maximum output voltage with 

any given line voltage, almost Instantaneously* Thus 'they 

are essentially high speed of response exciters and, although 

this characteristic is desir©able, It necessitates careful de¬ 

sign of the regulator In order to prevent regulator huntIpg« 
\ 

Since by grid regulation only the firing circuit need be con¬ 

trolled by the regulator, the regulator may be a low energy', 

device. Finally, It may be noted that these exciters are 

efficient sources of excitation since grid control provides 

regulation of output without a control rheostat. 

The operation of each of the types will now be 

described briefly* The separately-excited exciter has charac¬ 

teristics similar to a rotary exciter In that its available 

output is not affected by system disturbances, although it 

has the advantage of fast response to a regulator signal. 

The available output of the self-excited exciter is greatly 

Influenced by changes in line voltage, necessitating design 
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for an abnormally high ceiling voltage In order to compensate 

for the drop In supply voltage, which may occur at the time 

the exciter is called upon to supply its maximum output* The 

compensated self-excited exciter Ms characteristics midway 

between these extremes, since the compensators boost the supply 

voltage in proportion to the reactive- current fed from the 

generator, - 

In the forementloned investigation of these exciters 

at the West Penn Power Company generating station,• tests were 

made on each of these three-types of exciters. The character¬ 

istics Investigated were • operation - under changing load,- steady 

state and transient stability, and rate of build-up of"gener¬ 

ator voltage. The significant results of this Investigation 

are: included helot?. 

With the added condition that the separately excited 

types were provided with a small {rated 1&% fall lead excita¬ 

tion} auxillfary source of d-c to initiate build-up of gener¬ 

ator voltage, all three types exhibited characteristics of 

a fast rate of build-up, dm to their high speed of response* 

Under normal load changes proper excitation was ob¬ 

tained automatically from no load to short circuit* However, 

a wide variation in firing angle was required to regulate the 

excitation over a sufficiently broad range, "in the ease'of the 
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separately ©xclfced and non-coaponsatcd self-excited types, 

causing undesirable characteristics of non-constant d-e wile 

ferric Ibis condition ©us nmoliorated with the addition of aeries 

compensators to-the self-excited type* which ©ere observed to 

sustain a drop In supply voltage at low loads and to boost 

the supply voltage at large loads, thus necessitating a 

smaller variation in firing angle to produce the proper value 

of field excitation* 

Considering the transient stability of these systems, 

it’ was observed that the effect of an electronic .exciter on 

the short circuit current depends on the.duration of the fault, 

the Impedance to the point of the.fault,'and m how the elec¬ 

tronic exciter is excited, Ihe fault current during the sub- 

transient period, about the first three cycles, was the snne 

regardless of hoi? the exciter m excited. Without & voltage 

regulator the response of the separately excited ty^o ras the 

own© as that of the rotary exeiterj with a regulator the fault 

current was higher. (It is sometimes desirable to sustain 

high currents until the fault’ is cleared.) With a regulator 

the output was limited by the d-c celling voltage of the exciter. 

It was observed that a self-excited exciter without 

a compensator would cause the sustained current to fall to zero 

if the fault inpedaae© wore.low. ’filth a compensator, the current 

during, the transient period would be the same as for the aopa- 
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rateXy-exeited type, with or without a regulator, but, if the 

fault were ©lose by, the current WQSM fall to zero for that 

type also* It was reasoned that the characteristic of allow¬ 

ing the fault current to fall to zero, if the fault were serious, 

was desirable, and that the ability of the self-excited type 

with a compensator to maintain current during the transient 

period was sufficient* A comparison of the transient stability 

characteristics of the self-excited types, with and without a 

compensator showed that without a compensator the generator 

pulled out of step and did not regain synchronism, while with 

a compensator, synchronism was not lost and the terminal volt¬ 

age of the generator returned to a constant value 111 cycles 

after the fault was cleared# 

It was finally concluded that: 

1* Electronic exciters are reliable# 

8* There are three types of a-e supply avail¬ 
able . 

3* If self-excited, the exciter should have a 
high ceiling voltage, or aeries compensators# 

4. Electronic exciters have desirable character¬ 
istics but are none expensive than rotary 
exciters* 

6* Modern high speed relaying would not be 
affected by the choice of an electronic 
exciter* 

6* A self-excited generator with a low-rating ■ 
primer can be an independent unit. 

7* The delay of short circuit currents with an 
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electronic exciter wild prevent excess iv© • 
fault damage* 

On considering this investigation it seems that there 

are two undesirable-characteristics of these systems using grid 

control for regulation* namely the variation of d-e -wave shape 

with firing angle and the necessity for designing rectifier 

transformers for excessively high coiling voltages and* con¬ 

sequently, higher ratings® Both conditions indicate a low 

operating power factor for the transformer and inefficient 

design® _ ffcisg suggested the need for investigating other means 

of regulation aore closely* 
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Sine© the 'results oJP the previous investigation showed 

that a form sf self-excited exciter could possess desirable 

characteristic^ and sine© the separately excited exciter possessed 

only ease of control 'and high speed of response as advantages 

over the conventional'rotary exciter, it was deemed more proper 

to investigate a fora of field 'supply which might b© found 

applicable for self excitation, although the possibility of 

applying'it to separate excitation was not discarded*' The main 

idea, however, ?/ao still to Investigate another method for 

supplying d~e to the field* 

If thesupply to the exciter -was to be taken from 

the lines of the generator itself, (line voltage-in the order 

of 10,000 'wits) a reduction in voltage must occur between a 

line and the rectifier system, which has to supply a load in 

the -order of 800 amperes at 200 volts d~e# His could be ac¬ 

complished as In the previous Investigation by the us© of a 

transformer, or, perhaps mostly from a reactance drop* This 

offered the possibility of varying reactance to obtain regula¬ 

tion also* 

Tim Idea occurred that, If reactance were introduced 

between the lines of the generator sad the rectifier system, 

the design rating of the transformer might be reduced or the 

transformer eliminated altogether by connecting the rectifiers 

directly to the line through reactors* Some applicable means 
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.-of varying reactance might later he found, or it slight still 

he possible to regulate the- excitation by grid control,, It 

•was thus decided first to investigate the complete regulation 

characteristics of a three-phase rectifier with reactance in 

the anode leads, to find out what regulation might be possible 

by grid control, and, if time allowed, what methods might 

feasibly be employed to vary reactance* This last problem was 

not to be •simple, since high d-e currents would be flowing 

.through the reactors, tending to saturate- completely any iron 

In the circuit# It was hoped that the combined effects of 

anode reactance and grid delay might.possess desirable charac¬ 

teristics for obtaining a high current low voltage rectified 

Supply, that could be regulated, fro® a high a-e voltage 

source„ 
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General 

When reactance is, or is effectively present in the 

©sod© leads of a rectifies under load? a regulation in the 

output voltage occurs due to overlapping of phases* With no 

reactance in the anode leads, or at no load with reactance 
360 

In the loads, each anode conducts over an angle ~p" electri¬ 

cal degrees, where p is the number of phases, and 'the anode 

currents are is phase with the phase voltages; that is, no 

overlapping occurs* As the rectifier circuit assumes load, 

it becomes reactive in nature due to the reduction of the 

load resistance* Also, da© to the electrical inertia of the 

circuit, successive phases overlap* When this occurs, the 

voltage-current relations around the closed circuit formed 

by the conducting phases determine the behavior of the circuit* 

As the, load resistance becomes small with respect to th© anode 

reactance, the circuit becomes more reactive in nature, the 

angle of lag of currents with respect to phase voltages ap¬ 

proaches GO degrees as a limit, and 'the angle of conduction 

for each anode approaches 360 degrees as a Unit * Since the 

current to the. load is limited by the reactance, th© output 

voltage approaches zero as the load resistance is decreased. 

■Thus such a rectifier is said to have a shunt regulation curve 

©r externa! characteristic from no load to short circuit* 
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As©used Conditions 

The conditions tinder which formula© are derived 

to express the external characteristic of such a rectifier 

are simplified for expediency* The resulting approximate 

equations express the behavior of most rectifier systems where 

the reactance effect is kept to a minimum* However, a pre¬ 

diction for current measured when the load resistance is 

relatively small might easily differ from the generally 

accepted equations* 

These conditions are stated as follows? 

1* The anode reactance X per phase is the total 
reactance of the phase from supply to the a- 
node, minus the mutual coupling with other 
phases* If a transformer supplies' the recti¬ 
fier, this is effectively the total leaitag© 
reactance plus any external reactance referred 
to the secondary* 

2* The load current is constant and has no 
ripple component. 

'•3. The arc drop is constant and has the same. 
value in each tube* Its voltage is- subtracted 
from the rectifier output voltage* 

4* The resistance in the anode circuit is negligible* 

8* The supply or the circuit is a balanced star 
connection with a neutral brought out* 

If these conditions -are assumed, tbs equations'' de¬ 

fining operation when n anodes conduct simultaneously are; 

1 Const* 
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' Assumed Conditions 

2a ss 1* |||r *f> Ed 

Sa a Bel s <£- ek 
k 1 

ijc s Instantaneous current in anode X 
n anodes conducting slmulfcan©ously 

• X$ » rectified load current 

©jg is instantaneous phase voltage phase 1c 

Equations for Operation 

The results of these equations are given for 'a three 

phase rectifiers 

(e 210° 

'In £ ^ » theoretical short circuit current 

'Ed0'« Ed / © « output fi-c voltage plus arc drop 

..Bu «|r" -Em *^|P ~ theoretical maximum rectified voltage* 

1 or 2 anodes in-, activity? 

...o n 90® or 120° 

; : Id ^ 1 
TS 7fr~ Cl Ed0 

nr* 
Cos l'u s oFi. 

2 or 5 anodes In activity*; 

270° ft 360® 

- /r Mo t 
hr,;-' tin.;,: isu p; 

cos ^ = s -j-f - i:; 

id - load current 
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Three Phase Rectifier Ho Load to Short Circuit 

From these relations w© should e&peet to observe a. 

regulatloa characteristic- similar to that shomi on the follow¬ 

ing page •- Hare it should be noted that the discontinuity ex¬ 

pressed in the equations is due to the unstable behavior during 

the transition period which, is defined as the region where the 

conduction angle assumes values between 210 and 240 degrees* 

■ During this period mathematical expressions become involved 

do© to pre-ignition and dropping out of anodes* In actual 

operation it is generally conceded that It is acceptable to 

represent this portion of the curve as a smooth curve joining 

the other two* 

He calling the conditions under which figure § and 

associated equations were derived, consider operation in an 

actual case whore the load is nearly shorted* In this case the 

;losses of tli© circuit constitute a considerable part of the; 

rectified power, and the effects of arc drop and anode circuit 

•‘resistance become exaggerated* - 

< It may be Intuitively seen that the effective resis¬ 

tance referred to the load circuit will, not be any constant 

fraction of fee resistance per phase in the anode leads, as 

the angle of conduction varies with load* Tills is due to - th© 
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fhs?m ?Mse Rectifier lo Load to Short Circuit 

fact that th© power lost in the anode circuit per anode is the 

Sum of the products of average anode current squared times 

resistance plus the rats component of anode current squared 

times resistance* For ’clocked currents (no overlapping ) 

the equivalent anode resistance (for*a throe phase system) 

referred- to the load circuit Is one-third the phase resis¬ 

tance,, while for displaced sinusoidal currents {short cir¬ 

cuit) the equivalent .resistance ia one-half the phase resis¬ 

tance* 

Also the are drop under load "behaves quit© 

differently from a constant drop as assumed* With over- 

lapping, the currents are not blocked currents and the 

variation of arc drop with current renders. It more accurately 

represented by a resistance plus a constant drop {for power 

frequencies)# . • 

thus w© may expect to sc© the regulation of the- 

output aome'sstmt greater than predicted by the formulae at. 

high loads, otherwise, the curves from experiment should con¬ 

form closely to those in the figure* 
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Consideration of Losses 

sum of the losses plus the output, 0110 sight consider the recti¬ 

fier to rectify this such power, although only the output is 

realized in the load circuit# One might then represent the 

total"power to he Ed© Id » Id (Ed / e / Hs IS) ishere Re is 
ponding 

the equivalent resistance of the cireuit,corre.s./10 the losses 

between the supply and the anodes, that is assuming that the 
i 

•arc drop is constant# f'his suggests that some correction In¬ 

volving the ratio of the reactance to the resistance of 

the anode circuit might bo used to express the external choree- 

.'terlstic when the resistance in the anode leads is considerable* 

.Although 'Re is not constant over the whole range of operation, 

some idea of the actual current near short circuit can be ' • 

gained by assuming that near short circuit the effective resis¬ 

tance is the a mao as that at short circuit, namely R/2# 

and substituting nQ* for “If' (phase values-) of the- anode circuit, 

'Then using the appro: •mbion that Ed© 
X 

a- constant drop* 

shore '. K * (l yt JL } 
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Are Drop and feats for Checking e, He, and X 

Arc drop as well as equivalent resistance varies 

with wave form* As the cmrrent fluctuates between aero and 

peak value,.the arc drop undergoes considerable variation* 

-thus the are drop h*s the effect, at high loads, of a constant 

drop equal to the average drop plus a resistive component 

due to the variation with current. 

In order to determine a reasonable value for Re, 

In.,\and ,/e for cases where there is considerable doubt, special 

tests are required* fhese tests are not absolute determina¬ 

tions,' bat close agreement of several of them would indicate 

that the values obtained from them were correct* Due to the 

fact that the value of short-circuit current' must be selected 

to Interpret these results, the- method suggested is cut and 

try. 

If It is considered that near short circuit the - 

observed curve for regulation differs from some reference 
0 

curve (the theoretical curve minus /5” Id He ) by W, then 
—w*~— 

lino voltage may be used'as a parameter for taking regulation 

data from which to calculate' e« Consider values of Bu, 2u!l 

and Bu* as parameters* If the arc drop e is constant, then 

the curve for should lie.below the reference curve by- the 
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Arc drop And Testa Pop Checking es Be, and X 

(0 Q 
per cent i^tr and likewise for Bn1 by the per cent 5 

then the difference ttd” between the two curves in per cent may be 
0 

used- to determine e from the relation, d x loo - 

where Eun corresponds to the curve lying lower down on the 

graph* in order to perform this tent, line voltage must be 

varied1 and the reactance assumed In order to detemins in1 

and lu« Is order to plot the carves for measuring cl* 

If e is assumed nearly correct from the previous 

experiment, then by varying line frequency or generator speed, 

S, It may be possible to determine Xu and He, if this;;,value of 

Xu checks wife the assumed value in the previous test* For 

a given load near short circuit, if He is assumed constant 

for small changes in frequency the following relations may 

be established| 

lu“ 
T»* 

3* 
w 

and lu* In* 3* 
w 

M * 1 — /o~ gay «./ M Be 
It,i Sa 

thus, If an experiment-be carried out in which El 

Is constant, X the inductance corresponding to WL m x is 

constant, average § is constant and known from the previous 

experiment, and in which Ed and Id arc measured for each case, 
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Are Drop and Teats for Checking e, He end X 

by. setting up relations in the second equation for both cases 

and eliminating Re bofctieon them, the following equations' may 

be derived: 

In* Eu lei” Id* (1— sVsM 
<" 1-^=-ie) 

.and furthermore J. 

Eu 
In* * 
*""* 1ST 

id* 
■Re « (Ed* /► e) 
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Experiments wore performed on a small scale, but; 

tli© observed characteristics- apply equally as well to large 

machinery* 

.Rectifiers 

For regulation tests from no-load to short circuit, 

a laboratory set-up (fig* 2} comisting of three mounted 

fi*E* P.G*-172 bbyratrons (rated at 6*8 amperes each) and fila¬ 

ment-transformers (118 to IS volts) was used for the rectifier 

proper* In order to assure uniform firing at as low a point 

mil '.the cycle as possible, an ft-C circuit for triggering was' 

''constructed* The firing circuit consisted of a unit for each 

tube consisting of a 0*6 uf condenser, connected to plate, .-in 

series with a 10,000 ©ha resistor, connected to cathode, fbe 

■grid lead was connected between tbs condenser and the resistor 

and lead to the grid through 2000 ohms* fbas, just before fir¬ 

ing, the grids were at a potential near that of the plat© duo 

to the loading power factor of the grid circuit* 

Also throe mounted F5-57 thyrat rone (rated 2.5 amps} 

with the filament transformer were used in a brief investiga¬ 

tion of grid delay* Provision was mad© to vary d-c grid bias 

using & volt tt'An batteries and 500 ohm potentiometers* (Fig*3) 

The FG-172*s were protected by 15 ampere overload 

:circuit breakers in the anode leads, and, likewise, the PG~ 

57*s by three ampere circuit breakers* 
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gower Supply 

for aa a«c power supply, early attempts were made 

to use three phase 220 volts from fete city lines, using re¬ 

actors to fora a phantom,neutral* This was very unsatis¬ 

factory, however, clue to the unpredictable .nature of the 

phase voltage at mj Instant* . 

Therefore, during the course of experlmentatIon . 

two different alternators were used to supply three phase a-c 

. a neutral* Fpj»-the larger part of the experiments the West* 

Inghpuse 15 lew alternator Ho* 4797851 was used., connected..- 

star for .220 volts* It was driven at- tines by a similar 

machine- run as a synchronous motor* Other times a 25 h.p* •- 

d-e shunt motor.was used to drive the alternator#' At first 

its speed was checked from time, to tlmsj later -when it became;-; 

necessary -to control all variables possible, the field circuit 

:of tfco motor and the tachometer indicator were connected, 

through to the upstairs lab whore experimentation was carried 

on, so that a constant clieck could be made on spaed, end's© 

that speed could be varied at will*. The alternator field ;; 

.circuit was also connected through to the-upstairs lab for;' 

voltage control* For one experiment in which oscillograms.;..; 

'wore-made, © 440 volt supply was deemed .advisables- and 

synchronous machine 4S-- KVA Ho* 502220 . , of motor*-' 

generator-set Ho* 2 was connected 440 volt star with neutral# 
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Its field and speed coaid be cootrolled only'from the switching 

panel in the downstairs lab* 

Reactors 

Two sets of three circular air core coils wore 

measured for reactance and resistance and used for reactors* 

On© sot (h'os. 571 >672,673} had 24 ohms reactance each, at 60 

cycles, and .1*07 0*02 ohms resistance (measured by a Wheat¬ 

stone bridge}* She other set (551 ,.552,553) had 14 ohms reac¬ 

tance8 each and 1*6 + 0*0® ohms resistance each* flics there 

was available, by connecting them in series and separately, 

41, 24, and 14 ©has reactance which might be connected.in the 

anode leads* 

- if Lw-shaped iron cores were also used at times with 

these coils, fhe coils were 1*8” is 2*3n in cross-section with 

an overall length of 12” and -with the short ara extending :;;5H 

beyond the long arm* They were constructed fro® 27 ga. trans¬ 

former steel laminations. : When these cores were added to 

the above coils, their impedance was approximately doubled* 

Wo"data were taken to determine their reactance since the 

d-e saturation under load would change the reactance, fbfs 

change could not be predicted by any simple tests, due to 

the peculiar shape of the core and the undeterminable air 

gap path. Hence It was resolved to use the results of the 

final'experiment to attempt an estimate of the iron core reactance* 
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fhr©© mor© ©oils, were measured, Kos. 558, 559 , 860, 

to ,5© used .is construction^; of-resonant circuits and chokes-. 

'These coils had 4.1 ohms reactance with 0.275 ohms resistance* 

Resonant Shunts 

For 180 cycles an L-C shunt to he placed across the : 

load for certain tests was constructed from coil 589 with 

71.9 uf in series. 

For 860 cycles, likewise, coil §60 was connected .in 

scries with 18 uf*. 

liistrumep to 

IX ~ V/eston A~C Voltmeter 150, 300 v G-4 
300, 600 v 1-4 

i^s Xg., Xg - Weston S-C Ammeters 2, 10, 50 S ri%, Tf, TQ 

If - 0.E. 0-0 Ammeter 10 a Ug 

Id - nentoti me .teietor 1, 5, 10 I . U 
Heston D-C Ammeter 80 I • W10 

Ed — Weston Mod, 45 B-C Voltmeters 
3, 15, 180 vol ts Ri- 
15, 75, 150 volts liS 
150, 300 volte m 

S - i ? - 44060 2800 m>n 

Sr - iUi\ Vacuum tube volte© ter - 

R*C»A. Cathode Ray Oscilloscope $o* 188 

Punont Cathode Ray Oscilloscope Hod • 2G0A 

O.E. Magnetic Oscillograph and Asaessories 
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PHOCEB0RE 

Early experimentation was demoted I© getting 

familiar with the operation of the reetifier circuit (fig* 4) 

and learning what qualities sight he of particular interest 

or require special investigation, the original scope of this 

investigation including application ©f the scheme as on© of 

the main objectives. These experiments are not included in 

the report, since they were largely qualitative in nature, 

ffnon it was found that a thorough investigation of the 

characteristics of the thro© phase rectifier with .anode re¬ 

actance, ©specially for operation under-load near short cir¬ 

cuit , was necessary, attention was devoted solely to. the i; 

determination and organization of these characteristics * ! 

. The experiments war© load tests," in which the load 

resistance was varied from effectively no load to as near ■ 

short circuit, as possible* Each element ,of the circuit and 

supply.was, If possible* mad© controllable and independentj 

of the others.. When any one quantity was given •attention :to 

determine its effect on the output, it was•varied as a para¬ 

meter, and,..a load test from no. load to short circuit was made 

holding other quantities (except the output,of course) Con¬ 

stant. As experimentation: progressed, sore precaution was 

taken to assure, that all. quantities so designated ware eon- 

©tart within one or two per cent which was the probable yd 

error of'the instruments used, 

inductance in load circuit.) 
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PH0CE1UKE 

The quantities which served as parameters during 

the experiments wars the anode reactance, generator field 

excitation, nature of anode reactsacs (whether air core or 

Iron core), line frequency (a means of varying the reactance 

and the reactance to resistance ratio of the coils), line 

voltage, and grid delay, (The experiment on grid delay is. 

incomplete and Is merely included in the appendix,} 

Prom seven to twenty points between no load and 

abort circuit were taken for each case, recording the direct 

current voltage, Ed, the direct load current, Id, the line 

voltage, El, the reactance per phase, X, md the ripple volt¬ 

age, Er* This was done in order to determine accurately'the 

load regulation curves or external characteristics -and otter 

curves which were to he plotted* The cathode ray oscillo¬ 

scope was generally connected across parts of the circuit 

for observation of wave for®. Approximate measurements of 

conduction angle were mad© on the screen for two'runs. On©, 

experiment was devoted to taking oscillograms to acquire a : 

permanent record of typical wav© shapes observed for this 

circuit under various conditions near short circuit* (Vary¬ 

ing load resistance, introducing a choke into the load cir¬ 

cuit, and filtering the output with a reaonoet shunt*) 
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PROCH)iniE 

Sloe© the accuracy of the results and observations 

.was to depend to a large extent on accurate knowledge of the 

sop-ply foliage and frequency, these quantities ware controlled 

closely. In all tbs experiments except Ag, A^ and Ag the 

; generator speed, was accurately controlled# fhe driving power 

for the generator was either obtained fro® a synchronous 

motor (1200 rpm) or from a d«c motor, . the field control of 

•which could be adjusted frora upstairs, while the accurate 

value of the speed was read .from a. tachometer upstairs, con¬ 

nected. to the., motor shaft downstairs.* In Ag, A4 and AQ, no 

provision was sad© to control motor speed from upstairs, and 

it was necessary to go downstairs ©very ten or fifteen minutes 

to check: the speed* If the speed chocked more than 10 rpa 

off from 1200 rpm, the readings following the preceding cheek 

wore taker again# Provision was made to control the alterna¬ 

tor field supply from upstairs, and the line voltage was read 

from a voltmeter across the supply lines. Since the generator 

field circuit was connected through upstairs, it was possible 

to read field current there from an ammeter In the line and 

adjust it with a rheostat. 

For experiment A in which oscillograms were taken, 

accurate control of speed was impractical due to the fact 

that the motor generator supply was located In the basement, 
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while the field controls were, located on the first floor, 

and 'the output was measured upstairs, on the second floor# 

From the oscillograms there is no noticeable evidence of 

speed variation, however* 

To have a load test for one more accurately known, 

vain© of reactance, the line frequency was changed to 80 cps 

by increasing generator speed to 1600 vpa* The resistance 

remained effectively constant arid thus ,!Q» for the coll was 

increased# Later SfQ,f3 was varied intentionally by adding 

rheostats In series with the reactors and adjusting their re 

distance accurately with a Wheatstone bridge# This was clone, 

for 1, 5, and 7*8 ohms added per phase# 

Tie experimental data collected under conduction 

angle are taken from toots and Ag« Those, being recorded 

from observation of the scope screen, have only visual or ■ 

graphical accuracy* 

A scries of tests were mad© for determining the 

actual values under load of arc drop, the coil reactance, 

and equivalent resistance per phase# These tests were in ; 

three groups, B^, Bg, and B^* In as mentioned above, f 

the resistance in the anode leads was varied and load tests 

were run to determine the effect of resistance in the anode 

■leads upon the external characteristics# In order to deter- 

:*aih@ arc drop, reactance per phase, and equivalent resistance 
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PROCEDURE 

Bg and Bg were porfonaed* .varying line voltage and frequency 

respectively, for constant load resistance settings* 
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Experiments Performed 

General characteristics of a three phase rectifier with 
anode reactors, and with no reactance in the load, Nor¬ 
mal operating conditions, no load to short circuit, 

1, Constant Line Voltage 

X- 41 ©has air core, El= 220 v constant, 8- 1200 rpm 
constant, varying load from no load to short circuit. 

2* Alternator field Excitation Constant 

Same as 1 except that line voltage was allowed to vary 
while If was maintained constant by rheostat control* 

5. Constant Mne Voltage 

Same as 1 except X* 24 ohms air core* 

4, Alternator Field Excitation Constaut 

Sam© as 2 except X* 24 ohms air core, 

5. iron Cores' 

Sam© as 1 except iron added to coils 551, 552, 553, 

6* Increased frequency 

Same as 1 except that generator run at 1800 rpm 
generating 80 cycle a~c, 

7, Oscillograms 

Same as 1 except line voltage set at 410 volts and 
oscillograms were taken, 

8, Conduction Angle 

Same as 1 except conduction angle ^ anode currents 
observed on CR@ and compared with calculated values. 
Results from 3 and 7 included. 
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EXFERIMB’iTAL PB0C1D0RE 

Experiments Performed 

General characteristics of a three phase rectifier with 
anode reactors, and with no reactance in the load* nor¬ 
mal operating conditions, no load to short circuit* 

90 Hippie Voltage* 

Data collected fro® $ Ag and A«p « 
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EXPBBXEEKTill PROCEDURE 

Experiments. Performed 

Parameters varied ■ to yield information fop calculating 
rc drop, equivalent resistance, and the effect of re*»- 
latanc© in'anode leads —* Special tests* 

1. ReaIstanc© In Anode Leads» 

Same as except that rheostats added in series 
with anode leads* Resistance set for runs and 
load test performed* B varied from 1 ohm added 
to 7*5 olios added* 

2. Lin© Voltage- - Ay© Drop 

Kara© as k% except that line voltage varied is steps 
of about 20v from 170v to 24.0V* -fx 

5* Generator Speed, Frequency ~ X & Re 

Generator speed varied from 1165 rpm to 1260 rpm 
for several selected points of operation from A^* 
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RESULTS 

Regulation or External Charact e r is t i cs 

Experiments A\ and A** are similar experiments* performed with 

'• '■ line voltage constant* f3b® results are given is- . 

■ the fora of the following .graphs* To© methods of 
m-jM- < 

■ plotting are two.* one using per cent j~~t where Xu 

is taken as the value corresponding to line voltage 

and coil reactance* the ether using the measured.' 

d**c, Id* as abslssa* 

These corves fail to conform to the predicted 

curve shown in the dotted line in four ways* 

1# In the graph plotted against current the lower 
legs tend to slope to- the 87*7 % JpL intercept 
without the addition of arc drop*feuA corres¬ 
ponding condition exists- for the upper leg' and 
the Id Intercept* 

Id 
2# Plotted against per cost Ifj’ the curve rises 

too high for low load current* 

8* Plotted against per cent the bend In the - 
curves exhibits a dip, and are displaced from 
the center of the graph* 

Id 4, Plotted against per cent fjf the curves fall 
away from the line* 
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RESULTS 

Regulation os* External Characteristics 

Experiments % and 4§ .arc similar experiments performed 

with generator field; current constant* The 
1M jr* 

regulation curves are plotted g~ against , 

Ed 
tut It should he noted that for ^ in per 

cent equal to 96, Su was taken corresponding 

to a line voltage some ten or fifteen volts 
Ed 

above the line voltage for which Ku at ^ 

equal to sere was calculated* 

Plotted thus9 the curves follow the 

theoretical line more closely than the pre¬ 

vious curves, without the dip at the bend, or 

else the dip is extended over a broader range 

sad is less detectable* 
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Esgulatioa OP External Characteristics 

Experiment Ag is similar to k\ except iron was added to the 

coilso The curve, plotted against Id, Is smooth 

SSHI shows that the maximum current was approximately 

halved with respaet to 
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RESULTS 

Regulation or External Characteristics 

Experiment Jig is a variation of Ajo The generator speed 

ms raised to 1600 ppra tasking the reactance 54*7 

ohms instead of 41 ohmsf although the coil resis¬ 

tance remained the same* It is plotted both ways* 

It shows closer correspondence to the theoretical 

prediction than and the dip in the band is 

■ • not observable* although the curve rises too fast 

for low loads# 
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RESULTS 

Wave Pom 

Experiment A7 was performed to record oscillograms, which 

are presented on the following page® The conditions 

were similar'to except that line voltage.was 

increased to about 408 volts* The wav© forms of 

anode currents approach the shape of displaced 

sinusoids and arc lagging nearly ninety degrees® 

They extend over the major part of the cycle* 

ffe© ripply current is the sum of the instan¬ 

taneous anode currents, seemingly unaffected by 

the presence of the 4 ohm choke* 

‘the direct voltage wave without a choke is 

proportional to the current wave* The addition of. 

a choice add© the voltage across the choice to the 

original d~c voltage wavs* 

It can'be soon that the resonant shunt.affects 

the d~c current little although it reduces the 180 

cycle component of choke voltage* 



OSCILLOGRAMS 

Ho.* 1      —* Load Shotted 

Mo# £? Load Slxoi’tod 

I*io# 3 —»"Loscl o*25 OLMS 

Ho# 4 —   ~—--Choke as Load 

lo* 6——Same as 4 with assonant SJauafc 
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RESULTS 

Conduction Angle 

Experiment Ag was perfoBaed for* two sets of conditions 9 one 

corresponding to A^ and the otlior to As„ {Qbserva- 

tie© of angle was sad© on a cathode-ray oscillo¬ 

scope measuring the fraction of a cycle with a 

ruler#) The con clue tics angle data taken from the 

oscillograms is also included. These results are 

tabulated on the following page awl show that the 

conduction angle observed is less than the angle 

calculated from the measured current and the assumed 

theoretical short circuit current., which was cal¬ 

culated from line voltage and the ceil reactance* 
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RESULTS 

Tabulation for Conduction Angles 

100 

: ,..P _____ .   

Observed 
/ 9 

degrees 

Calculated 
/c 

degrees 

X = 41 ohm El * 280 (Oscilloscope) 

0*68 . 268 290 
0*595 248 231 
0*872 242 279 
0*526 . 234 273 
0*267 187 206 

■X « 84 ohms El s 220 (Oscilloscope) 

0.655 274 280 
0*608 261 208 
0*576 252 279 

. 0*232 180 199 
0*17 : 162 182 

X s 41 ohms 11 * 406 (Oscillograms) : 

0*70*1 286 294 
0*704 286 £94 ■ ' 
0*619 274 284 
0*666 274 289 
0*611 272 285 

Conduction Anglos Calculated frost 
Formulas i '■ ■ lAI 

greater than 0«5 Cos ^c * 2 «i|| *»1 '■ ';|f 

less than 0*28 Cos u « Cos (^/c » 120° )~1~2/1T" Id 

OESERVEs AH experimental noasurostenta of conduction angle 
are 10 to 20 degrees less than theoretical prediction; 
this indicates that a higher value of In should he 
chosen, definitely not a lower value* 
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EIpplo Voltage 

Experiment The data for this experiment was gathered 

from experiments AT , Ag and A>y* The results 

are tabulated on the following page and show 
El* the ratio 100 as a function of per cent 

theoretical short circuit current for an 

unflltered, unchoked load. These values 

are considered small, but accurate. 
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Tabulation foa? Hippie Voltage 

Bo Inductance in. ^oac!, 

100 Id 
In 

ef /j 

X - 

100 Er 
M 

$ 

41 ohsns ... El« 220 

70.0 5.7 
68.5 6.3 
83.6 7*5 
39.6 8.4 
22.7 10.1 
16.0 14.8 
10.7 20.6 

84 ©11*33 El * 220 

65.5 8.5 
60.1 6.4 
54.4 7.05 
30.8 8.3 
23.0 9.5 
16.9 12.6 
10*0 21.2 

41 olsras El ~ 406 

78.4 3.6 
69.3 5.6 
64.2 6.2 
63.8 7*4 
40.5 aa 
24.1 9.3 
16.4 13.9 

{%} 

(A*> o 

(&7) 
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RESULTS 

Effect of Coll Resistance 

Experiment shows the effect of adding resistance to the 

cells« fh© sore the resistance that is added to 

the colls, the farther the lower part, especially, 

of the carte falls away from the theoretical pre¬ 

diction » The heed does not change position, but 

beeaaes less apparent# Hie conditions, other than 

coil resistance are those for &i* 
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RESULTS 

Varying Line Voltage to Determine Arc Drop 

Experiment Bg shows the effect of varying line voltage to 

determine are drop# Th© results are shorn: ‘in the 

form of a graph and accompanying calculation• 

The conditions wer© the same as for A„« The r-e» 
l 

actance was taken as the coil reactance for cm- . 

venience* The line voltage was sot for 170 volts 

and @40 volts. The difference ttd" is recorded on 

the curve# 
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Calculation of Average Arc LE*©p 
® Line Voltage fesfe* 

~ 040 v 

« 170 ¥ 

E«x a 162 ¥ 

I5u0 * 115 v cl 2^ 

e 
o« 02 

© ( 1 , 
"3B ) * 0.02 

,162 - 115 ' 
'TaSFHTef)* 

A Op 

TLcfSSIT * t?*m %t © 
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Results 

Varying Line Frequency to Determine Re¬ 
actance and Equivalent Resistance 

with Arc hrop Given, 

Experiment Bg demonstrates a method of ealeulating reactance 

and equivalent resistance, if the arc drop is kmvmw 

The results are given In for® of calculations 

inm© 3 lately following. 

/ 
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Calculation of X and B© From Frequency feats 

m a 220 v const, Ea » 148,5 v. 

S?l «■ 1165 rps 

Id“ « 9,36 emps 

e from previous teat « 7 ,95 volte? 

Re, const, 

S* * 1260 3?p3 

id* a 8,8 amps 

»li. <fer (I860) 

« i* 

isa.-«ir:v/f © 
% /MLH!, rs

f~ s% 

Ml.dL.    } f 8*8 2£ 9,36 \ / 1280 - 1165 , 
7.93 Hco““"“ ) 

. (Pi (MO-5. , 9S_ , 
16*1,8' '0*56 ' ' 1260 ' 

« 12,5 amps for 1260 s»p» 

thus for 1200 vpa9 

lu * S* lu* - 1260 „„   . 
T^otT ” H5S Ju**° ~ 1©,1 amps 

^ «** O A **• ■**** Em 
la 

3 (179:) 
’’’"TSTl 41 ohms* 

Cheek, 

and Be 
In* r 1*. ' „*» (Ed1 / @) 

/sr x * 

^ ,12.6 - 9,36. 
i® a M8.S ( ran ) /T (0.56 / 7.05) 

3® c7,4 - 14,7 
1^,8. 

/T 9,35 

« 1*4 ohm, 

E 
' Compare to R per coll 3*6'ohms or if iag 
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General 

fhe results obtained are experimental Indications 

of tli© behavior of the three phase rectifier with anode re¬ 

dactors and a pare resistance load* fh© observations made 

considered the external characteristic or regulation from . . 

no load to short circuit, the variation of conduction angle 

and angle of overlap, variation of arc drop, and .the effect 

of resistance in the anode leads. Special tests were per¬ 

formed and calculations given to strengthen the viewpoint _ that 

coll inductance and line voltage determined the external 

characteristic If allowance was made for the losses In the 

circuit* 

It will be noticed that the trend of experiments'-\ 

was to use experiment as a standard for comparison# fills 

choice was mad© with regard to tests- .performed later because 

the conditions under which was performed were the most 

rigidly controlled of the first regulation experiments* Later 

experiments based, on % were carried oat with the same degree 

of care. 
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Ripple Voltage, 

flie explanation for the character of ripple voltage 

for a reaistivo load may he.intuitively explained by referring 

to the load current' which is the instantaneous sum of the# a- 

nod© currents* The anode currents are determined by the 

transient response of the R~L circuit formed by anode reactance 

and resistance, the tube when firing, and the load resistance 

which has.as impressed voltage which is of different nature 

from tb*Tindividual anode current. Assuming each anode 

current as the response- of an B-b circuit to a discontinuous 

sine-wave voltage, the avm of these currents should be con¬ 

tinuous if overlap is assumed and should behave as observed in 

the oscillograms* She inductance of the choke was small compared 

to the anode reactance and feus it was not surprising that it 

hod such.a small flattening effect on the d-e current wave* 

The voltage across the choke, however, is seen to correspond 

to the voltage wave predicted by theory, triangular and'dis¬ 

continuous* The most unpredictable point of this investi¬ 

gation was that the un filtered' ripple should ba so small* 
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External Characteristic 

Tito most ponderous question which has artsm is 

tii© shape of the external characteristic* It is peculiar 

to note that the ourvoa 11© so close to the theoretical 

prediction, if the maximum current measured be taken as the 

short circuit current, 'faking the theoretical short circuit 

current as such is theoretically impossible, since the loss.es 

in the circuit are not considered and are fas? from negligible, 

especially for high load.currents* Plotting the curves, 

assuming the correct values for Bu and Xu were the ones 

corresponding to line voltage and the coil reactance^ left 

much to he explained, although It was felt.that this was the 

correct procedure* 

‘Hie greatest evidence- to-the contrary was the regular 

shape of the curves for allowing the generator field current 

to remain constant, compared to the rather irregular shape of 

the curves for constant line voltage. It was felt that If 

generated voltage and the total reactance in the circuit were 

considered to determine the external characteristic that better 

correspondence between all values might result, Also It mist 

be noted that the curve plotted was plotted using line voltage. 

This idea is still far* from disproved but it is 

difficult to approach, since the values for the generated 
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External Characteristic 

TO 1 tag© si*© not - accurately known for the generator under opera¬ 

tion with d-c flowing, lot emit tan tly though on© winding and 

t?ien the other®. The values of dowagnotlslng armature reaction 

and winding reactance, the vain© of synchronous reactance, for 

the case Where d~e flows in the armature windings are possibly 

material for future Investigations Off hand the results would 

not appear desirable for application, although tko final 

decision would rest on experimental investigation* 

In view of the trend of the succeeding teats, how- 

ever, it would appear that -for purposes of approximate cal¬ 

culation, the coil reactance should b© used and corrections 

applied for are drop and resistance., although It is 7®^ 

known In detail, but only is a qualitative manner how. these 

quantities affect the total behavior of the circuit# 
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Ratio of Reactance to Resistance 

It was first conceived that a feasible explana¬ 

tion for excessive regulation was in the resistance loss 

in the circuit-* Varying wQn of the coil by various means 

did indicate that resistance loss affected the lower portion 

of the curve considerably and in the proper manner, Increas¬ 

ing the regulation. However, still unexplained were the dips 

in the bend and the abnormal rising of voltage at the high 

end of the curve, since this region was affected much.less' 

than the lower region by resistance, both theoretically 

and experimentally* It probably might be found later that 

the generator characteristics exerted an influence on the 

upper end, but not on the lower end. 
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Conduction Anglo 

Seas© of the more persuading experlment&l result.© 

indicating that no more reactance other* thas coil reactance 

should he Included in the calculation of the external 

characteristic, and that these results should he modified ty 

loss corrections was to the observations of conduction angle* 

Since all of these observed angles were leas than the angles 

calculated by th© current ratios,, and since, theoretically, 

angles increase as current ratios increase, the current 

ratios were large considering the reactance a minimum, that 

of the coils which was known to be present# this indication 

was not too strong, however, since line voltage was used to 

calculate theoretical values of short circuit current# It. 

■must be considered too that, although tfee angles from the : 

oscillograms arc accurate* tie angles from the observation# 

or the oscilloscope are probably rather Inaccurate# ‘ 
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DISCtrSSIQS 

Special Tests 

it is 'believed; that these tests are aha Glut© tests* 

Bosovas?, for the present record, it Is stated with due. caution 

that they depend to some degree on an assumption of the theoretical 

short circuit current* This cooes about in the evaluation of 

the arc drop by line voltage variation* where th© calculations 

war© mad© using data taken from a graph which was plotted . 

against the per cent observed current with respect to the 

assumed theoretical current. It is believed that this con¬ 

dition may be eliminated by plotting, the curves against 

observed current divided by line voltage* -This reduces them 

to a normal fora which differs from the former method of ©valu¬ 

ation only by a constant factor X, which determines only the 

scale and not the relative displacement of the curves* 

The evaluation of Be and X depend rather slightly 

on the vain© of arc drop since it occurs, for the In equation, 

only in the denominator or where multiplied by the eqttaf‘i«§ 

root of three it is subtracted from a largo quantity, Eu, If 

the line voltage is relatively high a 20$ error in arc drop 

will affect the calculation of Xu only about S/l, at most* ’ - 

Thus the correspondence of these tests to the con¬ 

ditions one would normally assume for the circuit loads one .to 

consider them accurate at least to a good approximation, and 
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Special Tests 

to consider that the region for high load currents COB be. 

determined from coil real stance and line voltage* •with salt 

able corrections applied for anode resistance and arc drop* 
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Application 

During the preliminary investigations of tills eir- 

- cult* there were indication® that it would he difficult# t© 

say the least, to apply® Until the behavior of tie circuit 

was realised to be different to some degree froia that pr©» 

dieter, by theory, especially In regard to ripple current and 

external characteristic, attempts were still ventured to dream- 

up a sketch of a, design that would give high current and low 

voltage output, being supplied from a high voltage supply® 

Calculations were 'Bia.de and discarded on alr-eore dolls wouM 

. to the raaxliama Inductance shape and schemes of tapping theh 

csilS' with auxllliary grid-eon trolled rectifiers* 

On investigating the actual behavior of the cir¬ 

cuit itself, -however, it was seers that there was Information 

: to be gained, and thus the rest of the experimenting ms de¬ 

voted to this end, 

Nevertheless, a' Qualitative calculation is given 

lucned latoly following In nhieh the least unreasonable scheme 

for a direct application of this knowledge® 

Consider separating the reactors from the anodes 

with a step-down transformer, which w© would wish to design 

for unity power factor, and yet have reactance control of the 
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Special' Calculation 

Given a transformer with a large reactance % in' the 

primary lead, primary and secondary reactances and Xg, 

Further specify a resistance Rfc3 in the primary lead and a lead 

resistance Eg* Also for simplicity take the coefficient of 

coupling to be unity, k «* s 1 • .Then the equations for 
/X^Xg 

the-steacSy state response of* this transformer by classical 

methods 1st 

T - m_£J_XgJ_E - s 3 /Sing E 
D » 

where D ~ (Hfcl Rg - 2 X% Xg - Xg X } 

Al(Eftl *£" Eg 7*“ Eg X) 

where: 
Hg ~ resistance'of secondary side 

Xg 55 reactance of secondary winding 

S reactance of primary winding 

X » reactance introduced in primary winding - equi-* 
valent to leakage reactance, 

.« total primary resistance. 

If &{j# Eg and. Xg are small with respect to X and X^, 

.but Xg is small with respect to Eg, {i«e, Xg approacimtely equals 

^ then, 

D as — (2X% Xg. / Xg X) / J(Hg X-, / Rg X) approximately 

is 5 % (X^ / X) approximately* 
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Discussion 

Special Calculation 

Zl£P° approximately 

% (% / -t) 
approximately 
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Application 

supply to the recti fleam* We see from this sketch that this 

can he accomplished although the power factor of the circuit 

viewed from the output lines is quite low, as would he ex¬ 

pected if reactors wore to be.used for regulation and control, 

I'he reason that the power factor of the transformer is near 

unity is that the load resistance is high compared to the 

secondary reactance, and the primary and anode reactors (now 

in the primary circuit) are large, depending on the reactance 

regulation required. 

Finally, it should be stated that the principles 

illustrated in this report are felt to he important to the 

electronic exciter problem, since they concern the body of 

rectifier theory, and not so much the direct application of 

this circuit to the problem. 
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SUMMARY 

flie forego Jug investigation prompts the following conclusions. 

1. She experimental curves do not conform exactly to ■ 

tie theoretical' prediction., although the assump¬ 

tions under which tbe; formulas 'wore derived have : 

been violafeed in throe ways: 

A* There was no inductance in the cathode - 
load, and for low values of load cur¬ 
rent the phase currents wore consider¬ 
ably different from the currents assumed* 

B* There was considerable resistance in the- 
anode leads, and for high load currents 
the power to the cathode circuit was 
less than the power to the anode reiia- • 
tances* 

C* The arc drop was not constant* 

•2* If Hoc voltage is used to determine Eu, then the 

inductance used to calculate the short circuit 

should be taken m the inductance from the- supply 

terminals to the craodos, although corrections for 

arc drop ana resistance are necessary in order to 

■calculate the current: actually measured when the 

" load is shorted* 

3# Tic ripplp voltage is moderately small (order of S|>} 

without a choke for large loads and is composed 

mostly of 180 cycle and 360 cycle frequency com¬ 

ponents* Resonant shunts may be used for filtering 
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the output further, If 'the- field inductance does 

not give sufficient;f ilterlag* The resonant shunts 

would protect the field from high supply voltages* 

Hear short circuit, the phase currents lag the phase 

voltages by 90 degrees, indicating a lot# power factor 

for the circuit at short circuit, and thus uneconomical 

character1atlea for application# 

If a transformer is used with reactors in the pri¬ 

mary, it may be designed for a power factor of unity, 

although the power factor of the whole circuit will 

be low* Whether this scheme can bo utilised depends 

on the cost of the reactors* 

Additional lagging current will be required of the 

generator whether the circuit is used with trans¬ 

formers or whether it la connected- directly to the 

lines* If connected directly to the lines the- 

generator windings will have to carry d-e com¬ 

ponents of current* 'Vfcetber this is desirable or 

undesirable is a topic for future investigation# 

If the circuit bo connected directly to the -lines, 

controlling the output will be difficult and clumsy 
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due to large d-.c currents la the reactors,, unless , 

grid delay should prove a means of controlling the 

output* 

If the circuit should he dovoloped later it would 

have advantages of low ripple output and high 

available ceiling voltage* 

'It was found that arc drop and equivalent resis¬ 

tance for this circuit vary from the d~e values* 

The cause for the dip In the bend has not been 

explained* although it say he due to some behavior 

of the generator or output wave shape* or it may be 

due to the nature of the firing circuit although 

the latter Is improbable, 
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Considerable attention has been given to the'prob- 

loot of predicting the behavior of a three phase rectifier 

near short circuit, in particular. to the case where there is 

m Inductance la tho load circuit* This particular circuit 

■t?ac chosen for the more detailed part of this Investigation: 

because of its heretofore tinpre&ieted characteristic of low 

ripple voltage at short circuit. The eases Investigated were 

not the general case for application of this rectifier, in 

that the rectifier was connected to a generator of only 

moderately large supply compared to the current output It 

was required to deliver to the rectifies*, fbe reason that 

this case was chosen Is .that it scorned, at the outset, the 

aost direct application of the anode reactance principle 

to ,the problem, at Mad* 

Evidence 1ms been gathered to show that the cir¬ 

cuit connected directly to tho generator thaccharacteristies 

different from what we would suspect, due Mainly, it is 

believed- to failure of the conventional theory to consider 

losses, or at least to present them in a more detailed form* 

In this investigation, the effects of arc drop are particular 

Xy open to observation, sine© the line voltage is not so higfc 

as to sale© arc drop negligible, and the effects of resistance 
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In the anode leads is exaggerated due to the nature of the 

shorted load circuit* The results of this part of the in¬ 

vestigation indicate that tho proper way to calculate the 

external characteristic is to calculate the actual current■ 

that will he measured at short circuit* Then the theoretical 

curve will give the relation. between the load current, re¬ 

ferred to the actual short- circuit current, and the measured 

direct voltage, referred to the theoretical maxima®* The 

results which have Coen found should thus he of value to 

rectifier theory in general and in application to any scheme 

involving rectifiers* 

As .regards application it must he said that the appli¬ 

cation of this circuit to the problem of electronic exciters 

has serious objections, for the most part, In respect to 

what has been learned fro® this investigation, those relating 

to the low power factor of the circuit, possibly, although 

not certainly greatly increasing the cost of equipment for 

providing excitation, when it was desired to reduce the 

cost if possible* Fro® this standpoint the results of this 

phase of .experimentation are judged negative, unless at some 

future date the cost of reactors, with a large- kva rating is 

reduced considerably* 

Some of th© special tests involved in this Investi¬ 

gation may be used to aid further investigation of this prbb- 
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lest,, sloe© it is not. to b© eotjsldered coa^letsly solved, but 

as far m this report is able t© ©ay, is. largely ansolwa. 
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Measurement of Coll Reactance 

'tfarittc vised as supply voltage, 0 * ISO \r* 

V 1 X V X. 
V A 

volts asps ohns volts amps ohms 

Coll 571 

120 5*0 OA 

Coll 572 

120 5*0 24 
100 4.15 S4 o X 100 4*2 23,8 
80 •% % 

V»V 
OA <0 C' 70 8*9 24.0 

SO 2.1 23*9 60 2*55 23*7 

Coll 575 

120 6*0 24 

Coil 881 

80 4*7 17*0 
100 4 elS 24,1 : 60 ■ “K 

iu^ -■16,9 
. ' 75 *.*. *2 t-'*W 24*8 40 -A ->16.7 

59 2*55 23*9 20 ■ .i -.-.; A* 16,7 

Coil 552 

80 4*78 lb.9 

Coll 663 

80 4,7 17.0 
60 3.6 16*7 CO 5*5 17,2 
40 O «;« &* 0 17*0 40 8*4 16*7 

: 20 1.2 16*7 20 . 1,2 "■ 16*7 

Cell 558 

•“ 20 4.6 4*16 

Coil 569 

20 4,9 4,07 
10 2*8 4*0 10 2*55 3.92 
5 1.2 4*16 5 1*2 4,16 

Coll 560 

20 6,0 4*0 
10 2.5 4,0 
5 1.2 4*16 
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B©sistance Measurements 

Coils Res* 

555 1.58 ohms 

873 1*95 OhaS 

55l 1.60 ofasie 

571 1*98 ohms 

§52 1*83 ohms 

572 1*9© ohms 

658 0.27 ohms 

55S 0*27 ohms 

560 0*27 ohms 

Res. across relays 

Lin© 1 0*06 ohms 

Line 2 0.08 ohms 

Lin© 5 0.08 
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Copied aad Calculated Data 

General Characteris 11os 

BXPT.., X* 41 ohms Speed* 1200 Const., 

El Ivd Id. Er 100 fe   , on.  100 § 100 ~ J tn 
volfca volts Imps volt a % % < ■ /O 

r^:i) 0,60 ■9,19 0,034 0*4 5,7 70,0 ■ -fi 3,45 8,91 0,175 2.3 .5.0 68,0 
if. 9,86 8,19 0,62 6,7 6*5 62.5 ■ If - 14,7 7,68 1,09 9,9 7,4 58,1 

. n 20,5 7,02 1,54 15,8 7,5 33 * 6 
m 30,0 6,09 2,50 20.2 8.3 46,5 
if 40,3 8,19 C’ a 40 27.2 8,4 59,6 
it 50*8 4,35 4,38 35.1 8,6 33,2 fi 60*1 s.co 5,40 40.6 9.0 27,5 
it 70,0 8,97 7,10 47,3 10.1 22,7 
n 30,8 2*45 10,2 54,4 12,7 18,7 it 89,0 2,09 15,8 60,1 14,8 - 16,0 li¬ 101,0 1,63 17,7 68,2 17.6 12.5 ft ■ 109*0 1,40 22,4 73,8 80.6 10*7 if- 120,0 1.01 26.5 81.0 88.1 7.7 
ft 129,0. 0.68 27,5 87,0 81.3 5,2 
tt 151» 0 0,56 27.5 88,4 21,0 4,5 

lu * 15,1 1 Eu * 148 v 

T>VnfTt L 1 9 % X* 41 ohms S- peed 1200 If* 7 ,75 g Const. 

■ El ; M Cl Id Ex* 
igr 

’ /^sJ Eu 100 If ion x L TZS 
Vr.lt S VOlts Jtetps volts % * ■' ttf 

f* 

220,0 0*93 9.09 0*055 0.6 69.4 5,7 
220,0 10*4 S*05 0,70 6,6 61*5 6*7 ' ' 
220*5 14.4 7*65 0,89 9*7 58.4 ■ 6*2' 
221,5 19.2 7,20 .1,40 12,9 64 * 5 7,3 
222,0 ■ 88*5 6*35 2.25 19.0 48.0 7.9 
822,5 oo «1 6,78 2,85 83,4 43*5 8,1 
224.0 48*0 4*70 4,02 51.8 36*5 8*2;1; rp 
224,0 55,5 4,23 4.29 35.4 31,8 QW CCr. 
285'*5 "'61,0 3.74 5,30 40*1 87.9 
227,0 79*0 2.71 9*00 61.6 20.1 11*4 

■829.0 no K 1*47 23.2 72.5 10*8 20*6 
231,0 148,0 0.06 25.5 95.0 . 0.4 17*2 
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Copied and Calculated Data 

General characteristics 

EXPT, : Aj 
1 

X » 24 ©tens Speed « 1200 constant 

El Ed m Er i oo j^fil 
1LU m 100 g fw

*f-
 

o
 

o
 

H
IM

 
£

S
|p

*
 

volt® volts Amps volts € b tf /a v 

220 1,05 14*7 0,058 0,71 8*5 65.5 
t» 7,55 15,5 0.47 4*98 6,4 60,1 ■ (? 11,50 12.9 0,78 7*77 6.8 67,5 
If 14,9 12,2 1,05 10.00 7.05 54.4 
ft 29.0 9.92 2.50 19*6 8,6 44*2 
II 40*5 8,28 5*25 27,4 8,0 56.8 
II 50,5 . 6.92 4.18 54,1 8*3 50,8 
If 65.2 5,18 6.18 44,0 9,5 25*0 

: ** 81.0 5,80 10,2 54.7 12*6 16.9 
.if 107.0 2,25 22.7 72*5 21.2 10,0 

' I* 119*5 1,55 ■ 27.5 80*7 23*0 ■ 6.5 
If 142,0 0,058 81,0 96*0 14*8 0*25 

lu » 82,4* a la = 148 v 

EXPT* A4 X ** 24 ohms Speed « 1200 const# If * 7,7 coast. 

11 M Id 100 § 100 JsL 
m 

Volts volts Asps p % 

220 1*1 14,6 0.74 65*2 
221 10.7 15* 0 7.18 57*8 
222 14.9 12.4 10,0 54*8 
226 58,0 9*85 23.8 40*6 
230 66*0 5*78 42.5 24.7 
232 85,5 4*05 54*5 17*2 
256 128,0 1,54 80.5 6,4 
257 150*0 0.06 93.7 0*25 
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Copied and'Calculated Data 

General Characteristics 

SXPT. A« Colls (571,572,573) 
(551,552,553) With Iron in 551,552,553* 

Speed * 1200. Adjusted for balance# 

Efl Er 
El Id Id Br loo H 100 m 

volts volts Asps ' volts tsf 
fi* 

€ /is 

220 «& £42 6,25 0.023 0.875 1*8 . 
n 2*08' 8*20 0,094 1,41 4,4 ft- 2*90 8,00 0.13 1.96 4,6 «■ 6*68 5*72 0*55 4*62 5.1 n 10*8 5*48 0*605 7*08 5.6 
if 14^9 S* x*> 0.800 10*0 6.05 
it 29*0 4*20 2,2 19*6 7,6 
ft 40*0 3*52 3.1 27,0 7*8 it 55*0 2,83 4,7 37*1 8.65 
n 67*0 2*10 8*4 45*1 9*55 >. 
n 80*0 1*70 9,6 64,0 12,0 
n 87*0 1.48 12*7 5S»7 14.6 ti' 95*0 1*25 16*8 64*0 17,7 ■ it 141*0 0*06 23*2 95*0 16*8 

(551,552, srn\ 
|Oww / 

EXPT* X* Speed 1600 const * con. 8 (071,572, ,573) Air cor©. © X* 84 *7 ohms i- a = 9*84 g 

El Ed Id 100 !§• 
. JLVu 100 H 

volts volts Amps i % 
220 '0*45 7.20 0*5 75*0 

B 

Jl 
2*78 7.00 1,88 71.0 
7*30 6*00 4,93 67.0 

If 14.90 5*90 10.0 59.9 
ft 30*0 4*79 20,2 48.6 
fl 

If 
39 #1 4*10 26*4 41,6 

50*0 3*40 33.7 34*5 ft 69*2 2.35 46*7 24.1 
||. 88 #5 1.62 59,6 16,5 
If 104*5 1.20 70*5 12,2 
ft 120*5 0*77 81*2 7.8 
ft 128*8 0*56 86*7 5*7 
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Coplod and Calculated Data 

Genera! CharacterIs tie© 

EXP®. Aw*. Preliminary Regulation Curve on Circuit. 
Speed ~ 1200 X » 41 ohms air core 

El E'D Id lr 100 || 100 1st 
  111... 

100 H 
volts volts Amps volts <5f % >? 

407 5*1 ' 17.5 0.11 1*15 72*4 5*5 
407 8.4 16*8 0*46 5*06 69*5 5.5 
408 17.8 15*6 1*10 6*37 64*8 6*2 
410 43*3 15 a 1 5*20 15*6 53*8 7*4 
414 79.5 10*0 6*40 27*6 40*5 8.1 
416 108*5 7*7 9*0 38*5 31*0 8*5 
424 154.0 6.1 12*5 46*8 24.1 9*3 
428 170.0 4*2 _ - 28*6 59*0 16*4 13*9 

EXPT, . A713 Oscillograms taken under same 
cept where others specified. 

conditions ex- 

Ho* Description 11 

volts 
Id 

Ampa 
Ed. 
volts 

H 
degrees 

1 Same as 2 h :r: .1: 4GS 17*0 - 280° 

S’ Near short-circuit, no 
inductance in load eireu 

404 
it 

17.0 * ., 886®'/ 

5 0.25 ohm rheostat load 408 16*1 15. S 274®; 

4 Shorting switch open. 
Coil 558 as choke 

' 4 06 18*1 12.7 874® 

, Same as 4 with 180 eps 
resonant shunt ahead of 
cliols© and load 

406 15*8 12*8 

■ 0 Same as 5 with 0.25 ohm 
rheostat added in load 

408 14*9 25*0 .272® / : 

lOfBj Small amount® of additional resistance in anode 
leads and in-cathode leads ■ approximately 0*1 ohm 
for oscillograph shunts. 
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Copied and Calculated Data 

(laner&X Charaeterist ics 

tg f*C1 i5i AX X & A8 A * 41 tfixm air* Speed ** 1200 

X 11 in ifirm Caleb ted 
,trf ' m 14 .. A* . h. f Q M h. 

volts volts Amps 360° 
“US’ 

380° 
“IS' 

360° 
1S5 

degree s decrees 
i(ia) 

220 1*2 •3*90 18*5 19 18*2 ■ 288 ■ 290 
220 2*2 8*81 18*5 19 18*2 ' 288 290 
220 ■11*6 7*81 .17 17 17*5 248 281 
220 14 *4 7*50 17 18*8 16*5 242 279 , 
220' 20*5 ■ 6*90 18 16 16*5 233 273 
820 44*0 4*75 14 14 14 202 
220 80*5 3*80 13 is 12.6 184 206 
820 100*0 1*70 9 10 9 134 178 - 
280 . .107*0 1*40 9 10 9 134 169 

380 m i4 *4 degrees per suit 
: .. 

X * ■ 24 ©has .air core S * 1200 

220 1*5 14*7 274 • 288 
220 7*35 13*5 261 282 
220 11*5 12*9 252 279 
220 29*0 10*0 232 
220 40*5 . 8*3 212 
280 50*5 6,9 198 
820 65*8 5*2 ISO 199 
220 81*0 5*8 162 182 
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Copied am! Calculated Data 

Special Gharacteriatica 

BXPT* El.s 2S0v const* Speed" 1200 wgm coast* X* 41 ohms 

1 ctota added pe*» phase 5 i ohias added per phase 

iki : id 
AA 

3.00 iff 100 § Eel Id 100 f~ 100 || 

volts : ataps % volts amps ■ % * 

0,56 1,0 0,4 67,2 0*48 7,51 0.3 57*5 
c?.o0 8.S 2,2 84,9 .3,10 7,21 2* 1 55*0 
B * 15 7.95 5,6 60,7 10,90 6,60 7,4 50,4 

15,8 7,40 9.3 56*5 14,58 6.20 9,* 9 
21,0 8,75 14,2 51,5 9,10 6,70 6,1 S J.#1 
29,5 5,95 20,0 45,4 21.0 5*75 14*2 43*9 
39,4 5.05 28.6 58.6 30,8 5,00 20,8 88*8 
60,0 4,21 33,8 32,2 40,0 4,40 27,0 38.6 
60 « 0 3,50 40,6 26*7 , 50,00 3*60 33,7 27.5 
70.0 2*92 47,3 22.5 60,0 3,10 40*4 83*7 
80.0 2.41 54.0 18,4 70,0 2*63 47*5 80*1 
00,7 1.98 61.cS 15.1 80.0 2,20 54.3 16,8 

100.0 1,65 68.0 12,6 89,5 X.8S 60.8 14*1 
110,0 1 & c?5 74.2 10,3 99.3 1*55 67,5 11.8 
120.0 X v 00 81,0 7*66 109,0 1,25 73*7 9,6 
131,0 0%56 80*4 4,28 123*0 0,75 83.1 5*7 

129,0 0*55 87,2 4,2 

7,5 ohms added P©v phase 

■ Ed Id loo j~£! *inn .^-d xvu XUU 

volts amps et /* % 

0*46 6.89 0*3 .52,5 
5,00 6,65 2*2 50*7 
9*89 6,10 6,7 46,5. 

14.90 5,75 10,1 44 .0 
23,2 5,05 17,1 38*6 
37,5 4.21 25,4 32,2 
60,0 3*95 33.9 30,2 
56,0 3*12 ’ 38,0 23,8 
71*0 2,48 48.2 19,0 
85.0 1.90 57,6 14,5 
98.0 1.50 66*5 n*s 

108*0 1*23 72.9 9,4 
118.0 0,95 78,2 7,3 
122.0 0.77 81*3 6*9 
128,0 0*55 • 86.3 4*3 
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Copies and Calculated Bata 

Special Chars©teristieg 

EXPT* % X» 41 ©hats Speec l » 1200 constant 

1 il * 240 v const * « El » .200 v const* 

Bel Id 100^ 100 it 
•rv* ** iiG Id Frl 

100 m 100 |f 

volts amps: ■ * tf > volts amps % ' '* 

0.62- 10,0 0*38 * 69*7 0.53 8*2 0.38 69*4 
4.2c 9*6 2*62 66*9 3.45 7.9 2.56 65*8 

33.8 6*65 20*5 46*5 27*50 5,5 20*2 45*0 
54« 0 4*80 33 #4 33*4 44*5 3*98 33.0 33*2 
92*5 2*50 57.2 17*4, 76*1 2*05 56*4 17*1 

Bu S leg • V | lu 14*38' 1 Bu « 135 V | Iu s 12,0 a 

El w 190 v const «r ■ El » 170 v const* 
Ed Id 1001 100 |f M Id loo 4*§* 100 § 

volts amps $ % volts asps /& % 

0*50 7*8 0*39 68*6 ■ 0*43 6*90 0,37 67*7 
3«2G 7*5 8*80 66*0 2*80 6*60 8*44 . 64.7 

26*9 5*2 20*1 45*8 23 o 0 4*62 20*0 45*2 
4J3 <& *.> So 77 33*0 33*8 37.6 3*34 32*6 38*8 
70,0 1*94 56*2 17.1 64*0 1*74 55.7 17.1 

Bu s 128 v ? Iu « 11*35 1 Ett a 115 v s Iu * 10*2. 1 

BX?T. Bg X. « 41 ohms El . 220 v ©onatgnt 

ai «' 0.068 ohms —Til * 1,78 ohms SI * 16.2 ohms 
Speed. Ed Id Speed Ed M Speed Ed Id 
“'s?pai' volts amps r2?pS , voTEs ©zaps 1‘pm volts amps 

1260 0,56 8*8 1260 . 7.41 13,2 1260 57 D,65 
1240 0*57 8*9 1240 ■ ■7.50 13.3 1240 ■ 58 3.59 
1220 0*58 9*0 1220 . 7*80 13.5 1220 59 3*62 
1200 0.58 0.15 1200 ' 7,70 13,7 1200 59 3.63 
1180 0*60 r>K 

% >' <» IwVW 1180 7.78 13.8 1180 60 3.65 
1165 0.60 1165 7.61 14*0 1165 61 3,67 
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■ ' Grid. Belay 

Colls {571,572,573 rS51,852,553) with iron cor® for 551,582,553. 
Speed 1200. 

11 Bd Id- Eg I Eg 11 . Eg 111 
volts volts anips- volts volts volts 

210 0*43 6*0 0 / 3*7 / 6*0 
210 0«4id 6.0 

(set constant daring ruft} 
210 16 4*8 
210 16 :#• 3 

Correspond® to roughly.6.8° 
210 27 4*1 delay. 
210 27 4*1 

210 56 5*45 
210 56 3*45 

210 47 2*78 
210 47 2*75 

210 0*6 6.78 — 0*98 -* 0.5 / 0*91 
210 0*5 5*78 

Corresponds to roughly 
210 56 3* 3 13*6° delay 
210 58 3*3 

210 47 2*55 
210 47 2*55 

210 0*56 5*75 — 1*62 — ,96 — 1,50 
210 0*85 8*76 

Corresponds to roughly 20.5° 
210 40 2*55 delay 
210 40 2*66 

210 0*4 8*2 — 2.14 «■» 1.67 *w 2*05 
210 0«4 6.2 

Corresponds to roughly 40° 
210 10*4 4*2 delay 
210 10*4 4»2 

210 40 2.15 
210 40 2.15 . 
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Fifing Cwires for HI 57 

volts 
Efal 

volte 
11 

volts 
Bs Eg 111 

volts 

20 

31*5 

40 

SO 

80 

7() 

80 

'JOS : 

0*0 

“•**5 i, 

—>1*28 

—1*52 

—1*7 

—1*81 

—2* 14 

—2«SS 

4*0 

/0 

—0*5 

—0*78 

—0«§6 

—*1*2 

—1*375 

—1*67 

—1*73 

5.7 

2*71 

/ *91 

**> *85 

—1» SO 

—1*55 

—1.71 

—2. 05 

115 —2*17 
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List of Symbols Used 

El - Lino voltage 

Ed «* Rectified Direct Current Voltage (as measured) 

Bn - Maximum value of phase voltage 

E« «* theoretical, maximum direct current voltage 

■e - Arc drop 

R - Total resistance per phase, referred to secondary 

Re - R divided by three 

Id - Direct current to load 

In - Theoretical maximum d.c. to load* 

X «* Hcactance per phase (lumped in anode leads) 

Er - Ripple voltage 

If - Field current of generator ' 

HI - Load Resistance 

.% - ' Primary reactance of transformer per phase 

xa ~ Secondary reactance of transformer per phase 
■5s> , **■ ■ t ■ 1 

X^ - Prircary leakage reactance of transformer pfej? phase 

S. - Speed 
:: . x coil 
VP ■ mm 'W*“**^^ a coil 

Ep - Plate voltage on tube to cause firing (isi.sw for given EP) 

.Egi, Egg, Egg, - d-c bias on grids 1, 2, 2* 
/c - Angle of conduction 

■u - Angle of overlap 
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